vanwege het hoge gehalte aan meervoudig onverzadigde vetzuren wordt deze olie in voedende huidpreparaten gebruikt
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and it's probably safe to say he's the only person in history to have received a birthday card signed by 29 death row inmates
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toner makes the skin softer and smoother
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that is, in the rare kind of place where women are in leadership, and one of them says (frequently) “we need a male voice;” (to the consternation of the other female leader)
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a cystoscopy is a procedure that allows your doctor to examine your urethra, bladder, and openings to your ureters (tubes that carry urine from your kidneys to your bladder; see figures 1 and 2)
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cpp that are intended to help certain sub-groups of the population could see their effect negated through
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